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“Let us get you back up and running.” 

Moving Forward 

Keeping a fleet moving takes a lot of time and effort including but not limited 

to remembering due dates, scheduling appointments, etc… This is typically 

done in house, by individual who is over stressed. With some vehicle 

maintenance due every 90 days, while others are due every year. It can be 

over-whelming to remember what each individual truck or trailer needs are.  

This is where KC Truck and Trailer Repair stands out to its competitors. We 

use a software developed by Fullbay Software, that allows us to set up our 

customers with their own portal. In this portal view, our customers will be 

able to see which pieces of equipment are due for which services. Also in the 

portal, customers are able to schedule services and arrange delivery/pickup 

of equipment.  

Waiting for equipment to be ready becomes a logistical nightmare for any 

individual/company. With the integration of the Fullbay Software, our 

customers will get up to date information about where their equipment is in 

the service process. Communication between our shop and our customers is 

one of our fundamental values. We believe this software will help customers 

gain trust in our shop.     

“Communication with our customers, allows 

their trust in us to grow” 

DIAGNOSTIC 

As technology continues to grow it is no shock that it has made it’s way into 

the trucking industry. With trucks becoming more like luxuary cars, and less 

like tractors, it is important when considering a shop to make sure they have 

the latest in technology in diagnostic software. Our shop is equiped with the 

latest diagnostic software from JPRO. This software allows us to dianose 

anything from ABS issues to every engine code in between. This fast, portal 

diagnostic equipment allows our techncian to perform many dianostics on 

the side of the road. Let’s face it, that is where most break downs happen.  

A NEW LOOK  

We are currently in the 

middle of a full rehab of an 

Ammonia R grade trailer for a 

customer. We look forward to 

revealing the finish product 

next month.  

 

 

Joey installing a pair of new maxi 
chambers on rehab Ammonia tank.  



THANK YOU 

Thank you for inquiring about our shop, and the services it provides. We 

greatly appreicate your interest. If you would like to learn more, please feel 

free to use the contact information below to reach out to us. We only ask; 

“Give us a chance to earn your business.”  

 

Est 2018 

Contact Us 

KC Truck & Trailer Repair LLC 

2420 Old Highway 60 

Mulberry, FL. 33860 

(863) 425-2252 

(863) 944-4808 

timothy@kcitrucking.com 

kctruckandtrailerrepair.com 
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